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Thank you for your letter of 4 September seeking further detail on the evidence base for the
abatement listed under Additional Technical Potential in Fabric and Energy Efficiency in the
homes and communities section of RPP2 and on how this abatement is to be achieved.

I have now considered the points raised, in supplementary evidence, by Professor Sean
Smith and offer the following response.

Additional Technical Potential in Fabric and Energy Efficiency

The Second Report on Proposals and Policies (RPP2) sets out that we consider

"that there may be some further abatement potential (around 0.65 MtC02e by 2027)
through improvements to the carbon efficiency of housing beyond those estimated
for the identified policies and proposals. "

The further abatement potential that we have identified was modelled in a similar way to our
other housing policies and proposals. Using DEMScot, upgrades for "business as usual" as
well as for our policies and proposals were modelled drawing on data from the annual
Scottish House Condition Survey (SHCS), which is a robust, statistically valid sample survey
of Scotland's housing. The DemScot model was then used to provide an estimate of how
many upgrades to the existing housing stock are still technically feasible, above and beyond
those delivered by our policies and proposals. These upgrades include measures such as
solid wall insulation, loft and floor insulation, boiler upgrades and advanced heating controls.
Such measures feature in our current policies and proposals. However, the technical
potential identifies the availability of further opportunities to install such measures beyond
those expected to be achieved by our current, more fully developed policies and proposals.
DEMScot and the results of our annual SHCS are available on the Scottish Government's
website.
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Our proposal is based on analysis that demonstrates that the abatement shown is technically
feasible, based on our understanding of technology that is currently available. We have not
yet turned the technical abatement potential into a fully-flegded proposal because it is likely
to involve higher cost upgrades and target harder-to-treat properties, and as technology
evolves it is considered likely that more cost effective approaches will emerge. We intend to
undertake further analysis and consider a range of options to identify the most cost-effective
solution, before producing a detailed proposal on how we may realise this potential in RPP3.

I hope this information has reassured you that, despite Professor Smith's comments, given
the inherent uncertainties of modelling over long timescales, the abatement potential
identified for homes and communities in RPP2 is based on a robust evidence base.

I wish the partners in the proposed Construction Scotland Innovation Centre every success
in their application to the Scottish Funding Council.

PAUL WHEELHOUSE
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